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Nissan Navara 2.5 dCi Double Cab Aventura

Login Tax calculator (cars) Car chooser Select by CO2 
View stored vehicles Tax calculator (vans) Fuel benefit check Locator

For a monthly paid driver on the PAYE system with the correct tax code, one twelfth of the 
appropriate amount of tax will be deducted from income via the monthly payroll.

For the above vehicle a company driver with 
private use can expect to pay tax on the 
following basis:

 If the company pays for private use of fuel, 
the following additional tax applies:

Vehicle benefit tax  Fuel benefit tax

Tax year 
to 5th 
April

2008/9 2009/10 2010/11

Benefit in 
kind £3,000 £3,000 £3,000

Tax at 
20% £600 £600 £600

Tax 
payable 
at 40%

£1,200 £1,200 £1,200

The base data has been taken from the 
manufacturer, and applied to the latest tax 
information.Tax rates after April 2008 have 
not been confirmed by HMRC so 
assumptions have been made based on the 
latest information.Errors or changes could 
arise. Report an error if there is 
something you don't understand or think 
might be incorrect. Please see the full 
Terms and Conditions.

>> Calculate tax on another model

 

Tax Year 
to 5th 
April

2008/9 2009/10 2010/11

Benefit in 
kind - Fuel £500 £500 £500

Tax at 
20% £100 £100 £100

Tax 
payable 
at 40%

£200 £200 £200

CO2 emission (gpkm)  264
Engine size  2.488
Fuel type  Diesel
Number of seats  5

Bodystyle  Doublecab 
pickup

Transmission  Manual
Fuel consumption in 
mpg

 not available

Number of doors  4
CV On the road price  £21,760
Annual VED  £180
Manufacturers price 
date  01-Oct-2008

●     Store this vehicle 
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●     Email details to a friend 
 

Main website for Nissan  Nissan Navara details  
Request a 

brochure
Test drive the Navara  Locate Nissan dealer  Fleet area
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